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Table 9-5  Anticipatory Guidance Topics Suggested by Age—cont’d
AGES

INJURY
PREVENTION

VIOLENCE PREVENTION

SLEEP
POSITION

NUTRITIONAL
COUNSELING

FOSTERING OPTIMAL
DEVELOPMENT

11–13
years

Review and
reassess

Discuss strategies to avoid
interpersonal conflicts
Avoiding media violence
Avoiding fights and walking
away
Discuss conflict resolution
techniques

Junk food versus healthy
eating

Reviewing homework and
reinforcing school topics
Smoking and substance abuse
prevention (begin abstraction)
Discuss and encourage
abstinence; possibly discuss
condoms and contraceptive
options
Avoiding violence
Offer availability

14–16
years

Motor vehicle
safety
Avoiding riding
with substance
abuser

Establish new family
rules related to curfews,
school, and household
responsibilities

Junk food versus healthy
eating

Review school work
Begin career discussions and
college preparation (PSAT)
Review substance abuse,
sexuality, and violence regularly
Discuss condoms, contraception
options, including emergency
contraception
Discuss sexually transmitted
diseases, HIV
Providing no questions−asked
ride home from at-risk situations

17–21
years

Review and
reassess

Establish new rules related
to driving, dating, and
substance abuse

Heart healthy diet for life

Continuation of above topics
Off to college or employment
New roles within the family

HIV, Human immunodeficiency virus; PSAT, Preliminary Scholastic Aptitude Test.
*Reassess means to review the issues discussed at the prior health maintenance visit.

Parenting involves a dynamic balance between setting limits on the one hand and allowing and encouraging freedom
of expression and exploration on the other. A child whose
behavior is out of control improves when clear limits on their
behavior are set and enforced. However parents must agree
on where the limit will be set and how it will be enforced.
The limit and the consequence of breaking the limit must
be clearly presented to the child. Enforcement of the limit
should be consistent and firm. Too many limits are difficult
to learn and may thwart the normal development of autonomy. The limit must be reasonable in terms of the child’s
age, temperament, and developmental level. To be effective,
both parents (and other adults in the home) must enforce
limits. Otherwise, children may effectively split the parents
and seek to test the limits with the more indulgent parent.
In all situations, to be effective, punishment must be brief
and linked directly to a behavior. More effective behavioral
change occurs when punishment also is linked to praise of
the intended behavior.
Extinction is an effective and systematic way to eliminate a
frequent, annoying, and relatively harmless behavior by ignoring it. First parents should note the frequency of the behavior
to appreciate realistically the magnitude of the problem and to
evaluate progress. Parents must determine what reinforces the
child’s behavior and what needs to be consistently eliminated.
An appropriate behavior is identified to give the child a positive alternative that the parents can reinforce. Parents should
be warned that the annoying behavior usually increases in frequency and intensity (and may last for weeks) before it decreases
when the parent ignores it (removes the reinforcement). A child
who has an attention-seeking temper tantrum should be ignored
or placed in a secure environment. This action may anger the

child more, and the behavior may get louder and angrier. Eventually with no audience for the tantrum, the tantrums decrease
in intensity and frequency. In each specific instance, when the
child’s behavior has become appropriate, he or she should be
praised, and extra attention should be given. This is an effective
technique for early toddlers, before their capacity to understand
and adhere to a timeout.
The timeout consists of a short period of isolation immediately after a problem behavior is observed. Timeout interrupts the behavior and immediately links it to an unpleasant
consequence. This method requires considerable effort by the
parents because the child does not wish to be isolated. A parent may need to hold the child physically in timeout. In this
situation, the parent should become part of the furniture and
should not respond to the child until the timeout period is
over. When established, a simple isolation technique, such as
making a child stand in the corner or sending a child to his
or her room, may be effective. If such a technique is not helpful, a more systematic procedure may be needed. One effective
protocol for the timeout procedure involves interrupting the
child’s play when the behavior occurs and having the child sit
in a dull, isolated place for a brief period, measured by a portable kitchen timer (the clicking noises document that time
is passing and the bell alarm at the end signals the end of the
punishment). Timeout is simply punishment and is not a time
for a young child to think about the behavior (these children
do not possess the capacity for abstract thinking) or a time
to de-escalate the behavior. The amount of timeout should be
appropriate to the child’s short attention span. One minute
per year of a child’s age is recommended. This inescapable and
unpleasant consequence of the undesired behavior motivates
the child to learn to avoid the behavior.

